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Judge Beryl Howell, a DC activist judge
appointed by Obama in 2010, decided ON
HER OWN that Rudy Giuliani was guilty

of defamation against two election
workers in Georgia for claiming that they
helped steal the election for Biden. No
jury found him guilty. The judge did, by
default, simply because she wanted to.
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Then, she sat back and laughed and told
Rudy to pay $148 MILLION to two
former Georgia election workers, mother

and daughter, Ruby Freeman and Shaye
Moss.
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Howell said Giuliani was guilty, by
default, because he didn’t turn over his
personal �nancial records fast enough so
she could see how much money he had!

The guilty verdict was decided by her and

her alone - not by a jury. Rudy was not
allowed to put on any defense. The jury
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didn’t see one single piece of evidence.
The guilty verdict was determined before
trial. Just like the Trump case in New

York.

Howell is the judge who handed down
larger jail sentences to January 6
defendants than what was requested by
the prosecutors and has a pending ethics

complaint against her for that. Is
everyone paying attention?

Soros-funded and Obama-appointed
judges now render the verdicts in
America - the jury trials are irrelevant.
They are staged in DC and just for show.

Corrupt juries decide on damages,
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without reviewing evidence, and awards
are designed to bankrupt defendants.
This is America, 2023. He will appeal.
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Why was the trial in DC anyway for a case
in Georgia?

Remember Ruby Freeman and her

mother? Remember the water leak in
Atlanta on election night? Let’s take a
quick trip down memory lane and review
just what happened in Georgia. If you
understand what happened here - you will

understand what’s going on in every other
swing state in America when it comes to
litigating election fraud!
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Before the 2020 election, legitimate polls
showed Trump ahead of Biden by 1 to 5
percentage points in Georgia. Trump beat
Hillary by 5.1 points in 2016 in Georgia.
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In 2024, the same pollsters say Trump is
currently ahead of Biden by 1 to 8 points.

On election night in Georgia 2020, Trump
was ahead of Biden by around 300,000
votes or 7% - with 83% of the vote
counted. Then they shut down the count
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due to a “water leak” and Bret Baier of
Fox News went on to declare Biden the
winner in Arizona - which basically

sabotaged election night right there.

Then, somehow, overnight Biden ended
up also “winning” the red state of Georgia
by .3 points or some 12,000 votes. Video
showed that the counting room was shut

down, poll watchers were sent away and
suddenly election workers started pulling
suitcases of ballots out from under the
table, late at night, to scan them multiple
times. It’s all on video.

Biden went from 300,000 down to 12,000

up. It’s a miracle!



This is the �nal count. Biden allegedly
“beat” Trump by 12,000 votes.
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Strangely, in the end, Biden got allegedly

100,000 more votes in Georgia than his
pal Democrat Jon Osso� did for the US
Senate. Pretty amazing and impossible.
People don’t vote that way up and down
ticket.
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No one could understand how this
happened. They told us that the video of
election workers like Ruby who were

pulling out suitcases of ballots in the
middle of the night and running them
through tabulators multiple times didn’t
really happen. Don’t believe your eyes!

Watch it again:
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Later, they did recounts and kept �nding
“missing” ballots. But they refused to do a
forensic audit so we could examine the

ballots. In fact, there are STILL 150,000
ballots that have NOT been inspected and
ballots were counted from tabulators that
did NOT even exist.

CAUGHT: Surveillance footaCAUGHT: Surveillance foota……
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OK - we all know that Ruby Freeman was
caught on video scanning ballots multiple

times RIGHT AFTER all poll observers
were told counting was done and would
resume at 8am in the morning. Months
later, Ruby Freeman was caught on a
police body cam admitting she reopened

the seals on the ballots she took from
under the table and she was scared
because of what she did, and on her social
media (later scrubbed by FBI) she bragged
that her and her daughter delivered

Georgia to Biden. Then, the FBI
apparently convinced her she was wrong,
and told her to lie, and Biden gave her
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and her daughter a Presidential Medal of
Honor.

Oh, and don’t forget they impeached

Trump for his phone call with the
Secretary of State of Georgia asking him
to document the missing ballots. And
don’t forget that the Soros-funded DA in
Fulton County, Fani Willis, indicted

Trump and 18 other Trump associates for
“attempting to overturn the election” and
racketeering for requesting the same.

All this for a state that handed the
Presidency to Biden with 12,000 votes! If
Biden really won - they would have done

NONE of this!
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But the fake news ignores all that and
says Trump, not Biden, tried to rig the
election. They �ip the script and indict
the innocent and glorify the guilty. This is
what they do in Communist countries.
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Freeman was employed by the temporary
agency Happy Faces Personnel Group,
which is a contractor to the Fulton

County, Georgia Elections absentee ballot
department - and she was linked to Stacy
Abrams.

In December 2020, the surveillance video
was released to the public as part of a
Georgia Senate Committee investigation

and Ruby Freeman attempted to become a
whistleblower. People forget that.
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Explosive audio of Freeman speaking
with mediators at the Cobb County Police
Department in January of 2021 emerged

online.

The 911 call transcript, audio recordings,
and police report were obtained by the
Georgia Record via Open Record
Requests.

PRESIDENT TRUMP: “At �rst [Ruby]
thought that they had been caught, got
VERY nervous, and wanted to “spill the
beans” on everyone. Then the SOS, GBI,
FBI, calmed her down, helped CLEAN
her social media, took her away (for two
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months!). SHE THEN CHANGED HER
STORY!”

Freeman said she had met with

representatives from the Georgia
Secretary of State’s o�ce, Georgia Bureau
of Investigation, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Department of
Justice in an apparent attempt to blow the

whistle on the Georgia fraud. All this
happened AFTER the election and before
January 6th.

That activity included election workers
apparently re-scanning absentee ballots
and having improper access to voting

computers via USB ports.



On January 4, 2021, Freeman agreed to
speak with Trevian Kutti, a publicist who
was working on the Perdue re-election

campaign in Georgia, and Harrison Floyd,
a former Trump Campaign worker, at the
police station a�er she had called the
police on Kutti for knocking on her door.
He had come to her house to o�er her his

assistance a�er hearing through the
grapevine that she was interested in
becoming a whistleblower.
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She later lied and made it sound like
Giuliani was knocking at her door - not
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Kutti.

A�er her unsuccessful meetings with
State and Federal o�cials, Freeman told

the responding o�cer she was uncertain
of whom to trust, but ultimately decided
to meet with Kutti at police headquarters
and by phone with Harrison Floyd.

Freeman indicated in her 911 call and to

the responding o�cer that she was
interested in �nding out what Kutti could
do to help her clear her name,  and expose
the coverup by the Georgia Sec. of State
and the FBI.

RUBY FREEMAN: “Yeah. Well yes. What

I want to do when the o�cers come, the



people said they were close. They, I want
them to come back and tell me what it is
they can do for me while the o�cer is

here.”

At the police station, she can be heard
complaining about Secretary of State
Brad Ra�ensperger’s and the FBI’s lack of
action. She said that when she met the

FBI and DOJ, all they did was tell her to
scrub her social media.

RUBY FREEMAN: “It’s all a fraud. I
know that I need an attorney. And even
when I met with Secretary of State …they
didn’t ask nothing else about fraud, they

didn’t ask about an attorney. So, I do want



an attorney. I know I need an attorney. I
haven’t answered any questions because I
don’t have an attorney.”

Freeman added that the FBI had not
reached out to her except to wipe her
social media accounts clean”

“They reached out to me only to uh clear
my social media,” she said.

Ruby Freeman admitting it.
pic.twitter.com/WAoickutHg

— Dr. PMS (@ps1ack) January 4, 2023

Freeman also seemed to admit that in the
late-night hours of Nov. 3, 2020, she was
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pressured by her supervisors to illegally
scan ballots a�er observers had been
removed from the absentee ballot central

count at State Farm Arena.

And he said and they was saying the count
was low, it was really low and is there ah
are all of the ballots counted? And so we
got like there was a few more and we can

get those
in the morning because there wasn’t that
many. They said well count as many as
you can – count all of them you know. So
my daughter said Mommy, get on the
scanner. But I didn’t scan so she said just

do it so we could get on outta here. So that
was when even nobody else was taking



because there were no more work to be
done so we said we can’t!  And they said
lucky – because nobody was here. And

when they said that, BOOM under the
table. Cut the zip ties to scan them so the
number would go up, so that’s how the
number was created, by the ballots going
through the scanner. So when all of them

were done, we got the �nal count and we
put them back in the bucket and the boxes
and the bucket and zip ties and put ‘em
back under the table. So that’s the reason
the ballots came from under the table and
we re-opened them up.

Ruby Freeman seemingly admits to rigging
the 2020 election and the MSM doesn’t



even mention it. Another conspiracy
theory sounding like reality. Fulton
County is so corrupt!

— Laura K (@LauraKronen) January 5,
2023

Freeman said there was a lot more she
could tell them, but she needed to consult
an attorney �rst.

RUBY FREEMAN: “It is serious. It is
deep. It is so real … They will believe it
because I’m good at explaining myself if
I’m right.”

Freeman said she was ready to go “live”
with what she knew about the improper
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use of USB ports at State Farm arena, but
she would need to speak to a lawyer �rst.

But the USB ports, but really, I really, I

would love to go live with that because the
ballots is history. Even though my name is
still lingering but if they want to do it
(Inaudible) But now it’s the USB ports, so
I need an attorney, I want to go live, I’ll

go live on every platform. And it will blow
your mind. And you are going to be
amazed at that picture…” “I want an
attorney and I want to go live.  And I need
an attorney and I can tell you then. But
everybody needs to know how dumb they

are.



“It is serious. It is deep. It is so real…the
USB ports, I really would love to go live
with that because the ballots is history…

Now it’s the USB ports. So I need an
attorney. I want to go live, I’ll go live on
every platform because it is going to blow
your mind.” pic.twitter.com/zS24boBDw9

— Liz Harrington (@realLizUSA) January

4, 2023

A�er this, the lawyers swooped in and
started suing everybody to shut them up.
They sued any media outlet who reported
the truth about that night, they sued
Trump, they sued 19 people on Trump’s

team, they sued Trump’s lawyers.
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Freeman eventually did get lawyered up
with seven high-dollar attorneys and then
claimed nothing was amiss to Pelosi’s J6

committee. Basically, it looks like she
changed her tune and said what the FBI
told her to say:

FREEMAN: “I’ve lost my name, I’ve lost
my reputation, I’ve lost my sense of

security—all because a group of people
starting with No. 45 and his ally Rudy
Giuliani decided to scapegoat me and my
daughter Shaye, to push their own lies
about how the presidential election was

stolen.”
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TRUMP: Wow! Has anyone seen the Ruby
Freeman “contradictions” of her sworn
testimony? Now this is “BIG STUFF.”

Look what was captured by Cobb County
police body cameras on January 4, 2021.

“And everything they are saying is false.
Everything from the quote unquote
SUITCASES OF THE BALLOT BOXES,

TO THE WHY WE OPENED THEM
BACK UP. EVERYTHING THEY SAID
WAS FALSE.THE FBI…REACHED OUT
TO ME ONLY TO CLEAR MY SOCIAL
MEDIA (evidence tampering?)…COUNT
WAS LOW, IT WAS REALLY LOW.”

Now it gets really bad.



“BOOM under the table. Cut the zip ties
to scan them so the number would go up…
so that’s how the number was CREATED,

by the ballots going through the scanner…
I do want an attorney. IT’S ALL A
FRAUD. EVERYTHING THEY ARE
SAYING IS FALSE. FROM THE
SUITCASES OF THE BALLOT BOXES,

TO WHY WE OPENED THEM BACK
UP. EVERYTHING THEY SAID WAS
FALSE.”

They got Ruby 7 top D.C. lawyers and
protection from the FBI (Again?). WHY?
She then “changed” her statements -

LIED? TROUBLE FOR RUBY!!!
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The FBI told GA election worker Ruby
Freeman to delete her social media posts
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regarding her revelation of election fraud.
The FBI censored election fraud
information.

https://t.me/TierneyRealNews/175648

Ruby Freeman wanted an attorney at the

Cobb County Police Dept. She wanted to
“go live” about the USB ports because “it

https://t.me/TierneyRealNews/175648
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will blow your mind.” The FBI then
moved her from her house for 2 months.

She did end up with 7 attorneys. Led by
Hunter Biden’s ex-law partner.
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Biden said that Freeman was a voting

rights heroine who had been victimized
by MAGA and gave her a medal!

“In the 2020 election, she upheld that
sacred mission despite an orchestrated
campaign to overturn the election, and

that targeted and threatened her family.
To the nation, she bore witness to the
trauma and tragedy of that experience,
and today, we the people honor Lady
Ruby Freeman as part of our nation’s

voting rights history.”
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Remember - the Republican Governor

and Secretary of State of Georgia wanted
Biden to win since they are in bed with
the CCP - and Kemp rigs elections for
himself - not to mention the fact that they
murdered Kemp’s future son-in-law to

shut him up!
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At the time of the 2020 election, the two
women made little money. Shaye Moss’s
annual salary was reportedly
about $35,000 as an interim supervisor at
the elections department. However,

Moss’s pre-tax income was $259,000
during at least one of the years since the
2020 election. It’s a miracle!
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What does Rudy himself have to say about

this? Let’s listen to him directly instead of
through the fake news:

Rudy Giuliani: “The case was brought in
DC rather than in Georgia. The case was
brought by an associate of Hunter Biden

and a person who represented Burisma,
the crooked oil company that paid the
bribes to the Bidens. So it was obviously a
Biden case. These two so-called poor
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woman had about a $10 million legal
group.”

“I can tell you that this is an absurd

verdict of $148,000,000. And the case was
even more absurd than the verdict
because it wasn’t a case that anybody
would recognize who is an American or

English lawyer. I never put on a defense. I

was never allowed to put on a defense. The

judge found me guilty, liable based on

failure to turn over several documents

after turning over thousands, none of

which have a bearing on liability, but
maybe on the ability to pay.”



“I’ve never heard of a case like that where
a judge �nds liability based on the failure
to turn over tangentially relevant

documents. But that’s who the judge is.
The judge is Beryl Howell. She was the
chief judge. She’s the judge who
intervened because she felt that January 6
defendants weren’t getting enough time

in jail, which was unethical, unusual, and
displayed a great bias. She’s made
comments making it clear that she
considers Donald Trump and those
around him a danger to the republic,
including me. Recently, she made a

speech right in the middle of this case, I
think, or right shortly before betraying
her biases.”



“And all throughout the case, she didn’t
conduct a trial. She conducted an
inquisition to cut out every defense that I

had. First, I couldn’t defend myself on
whether I had committed libel or not,
wasn’t allowed to put in the videotapes of
them doing what I said they did, which I
could have demonstrated to the jury. I

couldn’t call witnesses who would
support what I said. I couldn’t put
documents on and reports from credible
sources that said that fraud took place
there. How am I going to defend myself?
Then she decides we’re going to have a

trial just on damages. So once again, I
want to put these things in to show that I
didn’t damage them. I put in no evidence



I wasn’t allowed to. And when I said I
would take the stand, she said to be very
careful because she had already ruled that

I was lying based on documents I didn’t
turn over, that she never saw, and that she
could hold me in contempt. And I know
she has a propensity to put Trump people
in jail, even for longer periods of time

than the prosecutors recommend. And
she was sending me a clear signal that if
she didn’t agree with what I said, I might
very well go into jail.”

“If this ridiculous judgement is not the

final proof needed for lawmakers to

understand that a D.C. jury is beyond

rehabilitation and a D.C. judge is NOT fit



to reasonably judge Conservatives or

Trump supporters, I do not know what is.”

“The absurdity of the amount is

indicative of the absurdity and unfairness
of the entire proceeding. It bore no
resemblance to a trial in a country with
the rule of law. I wasn't able to o�er any
evidence in my defense. We'll have more

to say and look forward to the appeal.”

“I've given them thousands of documents.
90% of the documents they ask for have
nothing to do with the Ruby Freeman
case. They're trying to discover
something I did wrong or Trump did

wrong, or somebody else did wrong. Most



of it I objected to. She overruled my
objections.”

“And here's the best part of it. She says, I

didn't turn over all of my electronic
discovery. Well, I didn't have my
electronic discovery, Judge. The FBI had
it. I gave you everything I did have, and I
gave you everything that I eventually gave

to the FBI. And what I got back from the
FBI, it's not my fault that it's not
complete. I did not get back from them, I
think, everything I gave them. Now,
here's the real kicker. The stu� in there
has nothing to do with this case.”



“They violated the law of Georgia in the
way they counted those ballots. There's
no question they did. They threw the

public out. You see that on the tape. They
then checked the arena twice and then
they counted the ballots with no one in
the public there. The law of Georgia,
which the judge completely – the law

doesn't mean anything anymore. The law
of Georgia says that you have to have the
public present to count ballots, and it's
invalid if you don't.”

“It's clear that they were hiding the
ballots because for the whole day, they

were under a table with a big black cloth
over it, it looked like a gigantic funeral, a



funeral setting. And then they waited
until the people were thrown out to get
the ballots out from under the – under the

table.”

“Number one, �rst of all, you have to
know that the law of Georgia requires the
public to be present for the counting of
ballots. In the corner of this big arena,

you see, when you �rst see the tape, you
see a large number of people, civilians.”

“Then you see them usher them out and
then you see them check the arena to
make sure there's nobody in the arena.
There was no water break. It was a phony

story.”



“They just threw these people out. And
the law of Georgia is very strict. You can't
do it. There are also two witnesses who

witnessed them being thrown out. And
then if you watched the way they counted
the ballots, it looked extremely
suspicious. They why would the ballots be
there all day covered by a gigantic

blanket? And only that blanket, it only
opens up when the last member of the
public is thrown out. And by the way, for
the next three months, nobody would let
me look at those ballots. They wouldn't
let me look at a single ballot in Georgia.

Georgia has gone through this. No one
has ever done a forensic examination of



their ballots. And I guarantee you, they
are �lled with phony ballots.”
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“I knew when she was assigned to the
case, I knew we were dead. I didn't realize
we were that dead. Do you realize that I

never got a chance to put in a single bit of
evidence in defense? My liability was
based on the fact that I didn't completely
comply with discovery, and I turned over
thousands of documents, and I sat for a

deposition and did not take the Fi�h
Amendment."

"Which might have to do with whether I
can a�ord the $148 million, which I can't,
but has nothing to do with whether I'm
right or they're right. A lot more

important would be all the videos at the
time that all your viewers have seen. The



jurors never got to see those videos. We
never looked at what happened at the
arena.”

"They were told by the judge that,
because of her ruling, that I lied. I never
got a chance to say, 'Gee, would you like
to take a look at what I saw? How about
an independent decision on whether I

lied or not.'"

"It's not a trial. I never had a trial. This is
way beyond them. And my desire to move
on with this case, it's really to save the
republic. Trials like this do not happen in
a country that's ruled by law. Trials like

this happen in a country that's ruled by a



regime, which is what the Biden machine
is, it's a regime. And this is not the only
desecration of justice in this regime. It's

one of many. It has to stop."

"The jurors never saw a single defense
from me, so I don't blame the jurors,
except the money is ridiculous. The
amount of money they awarded is absurd.

The money re�ects the absurdity of the
way the judge conducted the trial.

"Also, the lawyers here were Biden
lawyers. These women could not have
a�orded these lawyers. Is it a coincidence
that the chief lawyer worked with Hunter



Biden and represented the crooked
Burisma?”

"Who's the guy who revealed that? Who?

Me. Why do you think they're coming

after me? Because if it wasn't for me,

nobody would know about Joe Biden. They

wanted me to “rat” on Trump.”
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For months, Trump has argued that he
cannot receive a fair trial before a DC
jury. He will cite this as evidence of that.

People forget that Rudy was a prosecutor
who basically invented RICO and took
down the New York mob with a
racketeering case that he took 3 years to
put together. Comey used to work for

Rudy!
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People forget that Rudy was the FIRST
guy who �rst reviewed Hunter’s laptop
and researched its veracity all over the

world BEFORE he presented it as
evidence to the FBI in 2019. Then, they
did nothing, and it was covered up by the
swamp, social media & the fake news.
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People forget that Rudy was Trump’s
lawyer who basically told Trump to walk
away from the White House in early 2021

- even as people like Flynn & Powell &
Byrne wanted Trump to call in the
military, declare marshal law and seize

the machines to prove fraud. Rudy told

Trump that the people weren’t ready for

the truth - that he would go to prison if he

dared to defy the swamp back then in this

way.

Why did Rudy do that? Because, he said,
the American people were too
brainwashed to believe that the Deep

State really existed. The American people
were too brainwashed to stand up and



�ght back. The American people were too
brainwashed to believe that their nation
could be that corrupt. The American

people were too brainwashed to believe
that their beloved institutions like the
FBI and the DHS could be that bad. The
American people were too brainwashed
to believe that Trump was truly innocent.

HE WAS RIGHT. PEOPLE WERE NOT
READY FOR THE TRUTH BACK THEN.
Many are still brainwashed - but the tide
is turning.

In fact, Rudy said that even he was
shocked at the �lth and corruption that

he uncovered about the Biden family on
Hunter’s laptop. He said that even he was



surprised at the web of money laundering
and deceit he uncovered about the
Globalist uniparty as he traveled the

world talking to witnesses and reviewing
�les. I remember back then that Rudy
said he expected to be murdered for
uncovering all this - so he created a dead
man’s switch just in case.

RUDY: “They want to try and take me
down and take me out because I know
what's going on, and I'm not afraid to
stand up and ask questions. I won't shut
up, and I won't be bullied into silence! I'm
the consummate happy warrior, and I'll

continue to do the right thing. Thank you
to everyone who has reached out with



support and encouragement this week. I
thanked you last night, but I'm
completely overwhelmed by the

outpouring of love and support. I'll
always do the right thing. From the
bottom of my heart—Thank you.”

“Thanks for the outpouring of support.
I'm humbled. I want everyone to

understand—these trolls and nasty
comments on social media don’t get to
me. These haters live sad, bitter little
lives, and they derive happiness from the
misery of others. I don't hate them. I pray
for them.”



Ruby Freeman and Shaye Moss just sued
Rudy *again* for defaming them a�er they
were awarded $148 MILLION!

Georgia's electronic voting system was
purchased from Dominion Voting

Systems in 2019 and implemented
statewide in 2020. That’s the voting
machine company that sued Fox News to
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shut them up. I’m sure it’s all just a
coincidence.

So, the next time somebody tells you that

Georgia fraud has been debunked, pull
out this article and show them the
documented truth. I put it all in one place
so you can remember the details and do
some research on your own. The fake

news purposefully drips out one lie a�er
the other so you �nally give up because
you have no idea what really happened
and how to connect the dots! I’m sick of
the lies. I’m sick of people who are afraid
to speak out. I’m sick of the Communists

who are rewriting history to justify
destroying America. Aren’t you?



GOD BLESS RUDY GIULIANI. A TRUE
AMERICAN HERO.
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